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The Story of Brie and Darren

It was about Number years ago that Darren came across a Adjective girl named Brie.

Darren was working out at the gym one day when suddenly his eyes were drawn to a Noun woman, too

Preposition or subordinating conjunction for mere words. He was overcome with her Noun and was sure,

after reading her bio on the wall, and asking around the gym about her, that he had found the woman he was

destined to share his life with.

With no "chance" meeting, and only a quick, and Noun Preposition or subordinating conjunction at the gym

once, Darren finally left her a note with his phone number that said, "Call me." Brie was unsure if she wanted to

Proper Noun Darren after such a Noun approach but his Adjective Noun ,

Verb - Present ends in ING Noun - Plural and his intrigue made her call and arrange a first date.

On their first date, they had a Adjective dinner and non-stop Noun ....there was never an

Noun moment. Neither remember when the date was, what they ate or even what they talked about...

just an Adjective Noun .

Darren swept Brie off her feet with love notes on her car, roses from his garden, and surprise lunches when she

was working.

Then, one beautiful fall day, as Brie and Darren Verb - Past Tense Brie's 4.0 GPA and upcoming nursing

school graduation, Darren asked for Brie's hand in marriage. Brie was so Verb - Past Tense /shocked, she

responded immediately by giving him a Adjective Noun ! Darren took this as an affirmative

response and now the happy couple is planning for their wedding day. After the wedding, they are off to

Location



where they plan to spend a Number honeymoon enjoying each other's and many exciting adventures.
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